To Whom it Concerns:
I want you to help me move the structures all the way back to the good or bad start of
influence. This rule of the human heart cannot be changed so it is the valid start. Self interest
will always want to get the most and pay the least for a good, better or best choice;
comparisons are always in play.
You can help me change the principles of influence over the minority cultures that cause them
to accept less for the money that creates a full opportunity from literacy is freedom.
**Really Ready to Read Skills Before Kindergarten has inadequate
influence with many minorities and the poor.
1. The USA is boxed into no progress.
 Present systems and structures have no positive expectations.
 Old influence must give way to the acceptance of a new gift at the source of a new
influence.
 New influence at its absolute core is also First Things First Right The First Time (FTFRTFT)
to something good and of value.
2. Give Early Reading Skills Delivered for a substantial Present Value of Positive Expectation
from Pre-K (PVofPE-Prek) of $500,000 per at risk child before kindergarten.
3. Encourage the poor and minority communities’ understanding of the PVofPE-Prek via the
private sectors economic business interest that pays for the present systems and structures.
(1,000,000 Daily Email March)
4. 100% Really Ready to Read, count and understand positive expectations when starting
kindergarten (before age 6) gives rise to the cash flow required in our public sector to do
FTFRTFT goodness.
5. 1,000,000 Daily Emails from the private sector give authority and social proof to the poor
and minority communities to insist on best practice first things first early reading skills
delivered within the public sector to create the $500,000 present value of positive
expectations from pre-k for each and every at risk child.
6. USA VALUES, LLC needs more influence to make this happen. Progress for age 0-6 at risk
children has the highest possible priority and ROI but waits for the new modern individual
and private sector influence.

